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Abstract—Wildfires are uncontrolled exothermic oxidation of vege-
tation. Flame combustion temperatures could be in excess of 1600 K.
Under the high temperature environment, plants’ organic structure
crumbles to release omnipresent alkali nutrients into the combustion
zone. The alkali based compounds thermally decomposed to con-
stituent atoms which ultimately ionised to give ions and electrons. The
presence of electrons in the flame lowers its refractive index, thereby
creating a medium of spatially varying refractive index. In the medium,
incident radio waves change speed and are consequently deflected from
their original path. The refraction has an effect of decreasing signal
intensity at a targeted receiver which is at the same height as a col-
limated beam transmitter which is at a considerable distance away
from the former. A numerical experiment was set to investigate the
sub refractive behaviour of a very high intensity eucalyptus wildfire
(90 MWm−1) plume using two dimensional (2D) ray tracing scheme.
The scheme traces radio rays as they traverse the plume. The ratio
of number rays in a collimated beam reaching the targeted receiver
to number of rays leaving the transmitter is used to calculate signal
intensity loss in decibels (dB) at the receiver. Assuming an average
natural plant alkali (potassium) content of 0.5%, attenuation (dB) was
observed to be factor of both propagation frequency and temperature
at the seat of the fire plume; and only of temperature at cooler parts of
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the plume. The 2D ray tracing scheme predicted a maximum attenua-
tions of 14.84 and 5.47 dB for 3000 and 150 MHz respectively at 0.8 m
above canopy-flame interface over propagation path of 48.25 m. An at-
tenuation of 0.85 dB was predicted for frequencies from 150–3000 MHz
over the same propagation distance at plume height of 52.8 m above
ground.

1. INTRODUCTION

Southwest Western Australia experiences a Mediterranean climate,
thus predominate dry summers and cool wet winters. Conditions exist
in summer when the region experiences strong dry windy conditions
and at times, heat waves. The influx of hot dry air in to the
region causes dehydration and heat stress conditions in the endodermic
eucalyptus species. This ultimately leads to very high intensity
wildfires (>7000 kWm−1) when the dry storms concur with the adverse
atmospheric conditions.

About 3.4% of plant’s dry mass is the element potassium [6]. The
element exist ionically or organically attached to oxygen-containing
functional groups (i.e., O-C-) of the organic structure of plants, as
discrete particles in voids of the organic matrix and in solution form
such as in xylem vessels. During a wildfire, the metal species are
released from a thermally crumbling plant structure and convectively
drawn into the combustion zone of the fire. Potassium species are a
large fraction of inorganic emissions during vegetation combustion [13].

Wildfire combustion zone is characterized by high enough
temperatures to cause thermal dissociation of potassium species.
Potassium species have low dissociation energies (e.g., 3.79 eV for
K2CO3). From studies of nutrient cycling, up to 28% of inherent
potassium in plants is volatilized at combustion efficiency of 98%
[7]. Vodacek et al. [15] also estimate that 10–20% of potassium in
vegetation is ionized in wildfires. This makes wildfires a weakly ionized
environment that affects troposheric radio refractivity.

During a wildfire suppression, Australian fire brigades use two-way
Very High and Ultra High Frequency (VHF/UHF) mobile radio sets for
communication. The mobile radio sets have omnidirectional antennas.
Despite having omnidirectional antennas, there are anecdotal reports
of failure for the two-way mobile radio systems to maintain Line-Of-
Sight (LOS) communication on fire grounds e.g., in Williams et al. [16]
and Foster, [17]. This is a safety concern for fire fighters as efficient
radio communication is desirable at all times during suppression. It
is therefore important to establish scientific basis for the anecdotal
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reports. The paper investigates radio wave refraction in wildfire
environments. Refraction is one of the possible ways that could affect
LOS radio wave communication in high intensity fire environments
where significant radio refractive index gradients exist.

2. IONISATION IN WILDFIRES

2.1. Thermal Ionisation

Wildfires are an exothermic oxidation reaction in nature, fierce
temperatures in the range up to 2000◦C [14] are produced in its reaction
zone. The very hot environment thermally excites flame particles, and
the particles are consequently thermally ionised to produce electrons
and ions on selective basis determined by temperature and ionisation
potential. Thermal ionisation of flame species (S(g)) occurs by the
following process:

S(g) ⇔ S+(g) + e− (1)

Species that could appreciably undergo thermal ionisation in a wildfire
environment are alkali and alkaline earth metals (e.g., K, Na and Ca)
and graphitic carbon (Cn). In essence a wildfire could be considered
an impure hydrocarbon diffusion flame seeded with alkalis and alkaline
earth metals.

Most of the carbon atoms that exit in wildfire flames are in a
coagulated form called soot. Soot is sub-microscopic in size and has
graphite structure (infinite large aggregate of carbon atoms) although
smaller than the latter. The electrochemical characteristics of soot
are different from both carbon and graphite. Ionisation potential
(φip) increases from graphite (φw = 4.35 eV) to carbon (φip =
11.26 eV), thus φip decreases from a small to large carbon structure.
Structurally, soot lies between carbon and graphite polymer, therefore
it is reasonable to suggest that its φw should be between 4.35 and
11.26 eV. φw for soot has been experimentally determined to be 8.5 eV
[9]. With φw almost twice that of potassium, the presence of potassium
in flames is then the most effective source of thermal ionisation in
wildfires.

Assuming local thermal equilibrium conditions, the ionisation
equilibrium constant (KI) is given by the relation:

KI = 2
(

2πmekT

h2

)3/2

exp
(−(Ei)
kT

)
(2)

where k, T,Ei and me are Boltzmann’s constant, absolute temperature
and mass of electron respectively. Electron density (Ne) due to thermal
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ionisation ofK atoms is related the ionisation equilibrium constant and
the total number of ionised K particles (Np) in the flames as [3]:

Ne = (K1Np)1/2




(
1 +

K1

4Np

)1/2

−
(
K1

4Np

)1/2

 (3)

The total number of ionised K particles (Np) is related to the
potassium atoms in the flame by the equation [3]:

Np =
7.335 · 1021η

T
cm−3 (4)

where η is the number density of K atoms in a wildfire.

2.2. Chemi-ionisation

Chemi-ionisation is another possible mechanism by which significant
ionisation may occur in wildfire [4]. In the process, dissociation
reactions provide part of the energy required for ionisation since there
are exothermic and the rest is from the flame. Exited methyl radical
CH∗ is a known contributor to ionisation in the hydrocarbon flames
e.g., in Sorokin et al. [10]. CH radical reacts with oxygen atoms in
the flame to produce CHO+, a primary ion in hydrocarbon flames and
electrons according to the following reaction equation:

CH∗ + O ⇔ CHO++e− (5)

The chemi-ionisation reaction mentioned above, temperature and
concentration of species hinder their contribution to ionisation. For
example, oxygen (O2) has high dissociation energy (5.5 eV), therefore
the availability of O atoms in equation (5) is temperature and species
concentration dependent.

3. WILDFIRE PLUME MODEL

3.1. Structure of a Forest Fire Plume

A wildfire plume is composed of three regions which differ in chemical
and physical properties. The differences are mainly on spatial variation
of thermo-physical properties e.g., temperature, plume particle velocity
and ionization. The regions are the: continuous and intermittent
flames; and smoke column and are shown in Fig. 1. The continuous
flame is the lower part of the plume close to the vegetation stratum
where maximum plume temperature occurs. Intermittent flame region
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Figure 1. Plume regions in a savanna wildfire.

lies just above the continuous flame region. Balls of flame are observed
to come away from the source in the region. Rapid cooling of the plume
occurs in the smoke column region. The cooling is attributed to the
mixing of emission with entrained ambient air.

3.1.1. Plume Centerline Temperature Variation with Height

Temperature in the centerline of a wildfire plume decays exponentially
with height. The temperature decrease with height is given by Weber
et al. [12] as:

Tplume = T∞ +K exp
{
−β(z − zd)2

}
(6)

where K,Zd, Zp are empirical constant, constant related to fuel height,
constant related to flame height respectively and β = 1/(2zp(zp − zd)).

4. WILDFIRE PLUME REFRACTIVE INDEX

4.1. Radio Refractive Index for a Wildfire Plume

Radio refractive index (µfg) for a gaseous medium is generally given
by the relation [18]:

µfg − 1 =

(∑
r

Krnr

)
× 10−6 (7)
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where µfg,Kr and nr are refractive index, specific refractivity and
number concentration of medium constituents respectively.

4.1.1. Flame Refractive Index Due to Unionized Species

Dielectric permittivity (ε) of unionized flame constituent is related to
its molecular weight (M) and density (ρ) by the equation [2]:

ε− 1
ε+ 2

=
4Naπρ

3M

[
α0 +

µ2

3kT

(
1

1 + iωτ

)]
(8)

where ω, α0, µ, k,Na, T , and τ are electric field frequency, polarization
factor for a plume gas, electric moment dipole of the plume gas,
Boltzmann’s constant, Avogadro’s constant, smoke temperature and
relaxation time of the molecules to return to their random distribution
after an impressed electric field is removed respectively.

At frequencies less than 100 GHz, ωτ � 1 [2] and for most gases,
ε+ 2 ∼= 3, assuming that the gases behave ideally, equation (8) can be
approximated to:

ε− 1 =
4NaπP

RT

[
α0 +

µ2

3kT

]
(9)

A compact form of (9) will be

ε− 1 =
kfgP

T
(10)

where kfg is constant for the smoke gases.
As the flame is composed of many gases, the constant kfg can be

broken down to account for each flame constituent, each having its own
constant. Equation (10) can therefore be written as

ε− 1 =
r∑
1

kfgrPfgr

T
(11)

where ksgr and Psgr are constant for air or plume gas constituent and
its partial pressure.

Permittivity (ε) is related to refractive index (µfg) by the relation;
ε− 1 = µ2

fg − 1. Using binomial expansion, ε− 1 ≈ 2(µfg − 1).
Therefore (7) for plume gases becomes,

µfg − 1 =
2Naπ · P
RT

r∑
1

[
α0r +

µ2
r

3kT

]
(12)
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4.1.2. Refractive Index Due to Unbounded Electrons

Refractive index due to ionization in the flame is related to the radio
wave phase shift and attenuation coefficient by the equation [1];

µfg =
c

ω
βf − i c

ω
αf (13)

where c, ω, βf , αf are speed of light, phase and attenuation coefficient
of an electromagnetic wave in the flame. Phase shift and attenuation
induced by weakly ionized gas such as a wildfire is expressed by Akhtar
et al. [1] as:

βf =
ω

c

{
1
2
(1 − s) +

1
2

[
(1 − s)2 + (sq)2

]1/2
}1/2

(14)

and

αf =
ω

c

{
−1

2
(1 − s) +

1
2

[
(1 − s)2 + (sq)2

]1/2
}1/2

(15)

where s = ω2
p

ω2+ϕ2
eff

and q = ϕeff
ω . At radio wave frequencies and

considering that the wildfire flame is weakly ionized with electron
densities up to 1016 m−3 and highly collisional (collision frequency in
the range of 1011 − 1012 s−1), Qeff � ω > ωp. (1 − s)2 � (sq)2 in
equations (14) and (15), therefore the respectively equations reduce to
βf = ω

c (1− A2

2s2 ) and αf = ω
c (−A2

2s ), where A is the normalized plasma
frequency, ωp/ω. Complex refractive index (13) can then be written
as:

µfg =

(
1 − A2

2s2

)
− i

(
A2

2s

)
(16)

Radio refractivity (Nfg) of the wildfire flame is compounded (µfg − 1)
terms for both the electrons and unionized flame constituents, thus;

Nfg =

{[
2 · π · Pa

RT
·

r∑
1

[
α0r +

µ2
r

3kT

]
− 1

2

(
A2

s2

)]
− i

[
A2

2s

]}
· 106

(17)

5. TWO DIMENSIONAL RAY TRACING SCHEME

5.1. Description of the Scheme

A number of ray tracing schemes have been developed, e.g., in
Marchand, [19] and Streifer et al. [11]. The procedures were
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mathematically rigorous and relied on analytical refractive index
profiles. Ling et al. [5] developed a method based on Fermats principle
which did not relying on analytical refractive index profiles. A much
simpler ray tracing procedure was later developed by Richerzhagen
[8]. The method combined finite element and ray tracing techniques.
Though the method could be used for an arbitrary refractive index
profile, it had a disadvantage of assuming planar stratification. A ray
tracing method that does not assume any stratification is used in the
numerical. It is used in the numerical experiment because it is not
mathematically rigorous. The ray tracing scheme uses refractive index
gradient in to determine direction of ray trajectory. This is much
simpler than solving ordinary differential equation to determine ray
direction as in [11] and [19]. The scheme has been validated against
Ling et al. [5] dielectric space (Eq. (21)) and many others. The scheme
was observed to reproduce ray deflections obtained by [5] (see Figure 4).
The limitation of the ray tracing scheme is that it is in two dimensions
(2D) therefore fails to capture deflections in the third dimension for
attenuation calculation. Step-size may also limit the scheme in a media
with rapidly varying refractive index.

The scheme traces a radio ray in small steps (segments) through
a medium of inhomogeneous refractive index until it emerges from the
medium. Initially a ray is projected horizontally or at any direction
with respect to the horizontal into the medium. A unit vector of the ray
segment (ru) is then determined as it propagates through the medium.
The head of the ray segment marks the point where the refractive
index of a medium in which the next ray segment will be traveling is
to be determined. The refractive index of the starting ray segment is
assumed known (n0). Figure 2 shows the ray tracing procedure in a
non homogeneous refractive medium. At the end of the ray segment
a vector normal to a surface of constant refractive index at that point
is calculated. The normal at the end of the ray segment is a gradient
in refractive index at the point. In two dimensions (2D), a gradient of
refractive index is calculated from the relation:

∇n =&i
∂n

∂x
+&j

∂n

∂y
(18)

where ∂n
∂x and ∂n

∂y are x and y derivatives. The derivatives are calculated
from the following expression, e.g., in x-direction;

∂n(x, y)
∂x

=
n((x+ ∆s), y) − n((x− ∆s), y)

2∆s
(19)

where ∆s is a very small step or offset point either side of a ray head.
The y derivate can be calculated in a similar way as in equation (19).
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Figure 2. Ray trace through a non-homogeneous plume.

Angles of incidence are determined from the dot product of ru and
gradient unit vector (gu). From Figure 2, angle of incidence (Φi) is the
sum of α and β. Angle of refraction (Φr) is calculated from Snell’s law:

Φr = arcsin

[
nρ−1

nρ
sin(Φi)

]
(20)

where nρ−1 and nρ are the refractive indices in the trajectory of the
previous and present segments. Angle of refraction is also the sum of
α, β and δ. The increment in the horizontal and vertical direction are
given by r · cos(α+ δ) and r · sin(α+ δ) respectively.

5.2. Validation of the Ray Tracing Scheme

A dielectric “pothole” with rapidly varying refractive index with radial
symmetry was used to validate the 2D ray-tracing scheme. The
pothole’s refractive index (n(ρ)) varies as:

n(ρ) =




√
0.75

[
1 − 1

3
cos

(
πρ

10

)]
, ρ < 10

1, ρ > 10
(21)
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where ρ is the radial distance from the center of the pothole calculated
from the x and y coordinate points and is given by;

ρ =
√
x2 + y2 (22)

The permittivity at the center of the pothole is
√

1
2 and is shown below

in Fig. 3.

Dielectric pothole for validating a 2D-Ray Tracer
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Figure 3. Dielectric pothole used in the validation of the 2D ray
tracing scheme.

A similar structure was used by Ling et al. [5] to validate their
ray-tracing scheme. From the validation, rays that pass through the
center (0, 0) and edge (0, 10) are not refracted, as expected. Figs. 4
and 5 show the validation results. Deviations are decrease just about
the center to edges (i.e., Y -position ∼= 0 to Y -Position = 10). The
results are very similar to those of Ling et al. [5].
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Figure 4. Rays (excluding rays at edges) refraction in a dielectric
pothole.

6. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT

6.1. Eucalyptus Crown Fire

6.1.1. Crown Fire Behavior

The numerical experiment focuses on a very high intensity wildfire
which is a common occurrence in Mediterranean regions of Spain and
southwestern Australia’s dry sclerophyll forests during summer. A
wildfire of intensity 16 MWm−1 in Jarrah (Eucalyptus marginata) forest
is considered for the simulation. The fire behavior of the wildfire is
summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of eucalyptus fire behavior for the experiment.
 

 Avg. Intensity     Avg. RoS    Avg Residence    Canopy      Max. Flaming       Flame 
 (Icrown) (kW/m)       (m/s)        time(tr) (s)          height (m)        temp.(0C)         hght(m) 
      16 049               1.16               30                          12                1200                20.8 

A slight ambient wind of about 0.5 m/s at 10 m height was
assumed so that flame tilt is negligible.This is an idealistic situation
as crown fires of this intensity often occur in moderate to high wind
velocities. Physical dimension of the simulated crown fire are shown
in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5. Physical dimensions of the wildfire used in the ray tracing
simulation.

6.1.2. Flame Temperature and Ionization

The ray tracing considers only the continuous flame region of the
plume, thus between 12 and 20 m above ground. Temperature
decreases exponentially from a maximum of 1416 K at the canopy to
894 K at 20 m above ground level (Fig. 6).

With an average potassium content of 0.5% in vegetation,
centerline electron density decreases from a maximum of the 3.40 ×
1016 m−3 within the eucalyptus canopy to 4.34 × 1011 m−3 at 20 m
above ground (Fig. 7). The ionization is influenced by temperature
and the amount of potassium in the vegetation.

6.2. Simulated Radio Propagation in a Wildfire

A collimated radio wave (HF-VHF) beam was simulated to propagate
through a very high intensity eucalyptus wildfire of physical dimension
given in Fig. 5. The targeted area (receiver position) was 48.25 m
from the transmitter. The scheme traced radio rays in small segments
of 12.5 cm through the high intensity flame medium whose refractive
index is spatially nonhomogeneous. Under normal conditions when
there is no propagation path interception, the number of radio
rays reaching the targeted area will be same as those leaving the
transmitter. Temperature gradients in a wildfire environment deflect
radio rays from the original path. The deflections consequently results
in de-focusing or focusing of signal intensity at the targeted area.
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Figure 6. Centerline temperature variation with plume height is the
region up to 22 m.
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As equi-spaced rays are representative of amplitude at the source,
then the number radio rays reaching the target area (Nr) is directly
proportion to signal amplitude (Er) at the area, thus:

Er = ζNr (23)

If Nt is the total number of rays targeted at the area (also proportional
to intensity Et), then attention due to deflection is given by:

dB = 20 log
(
Nt

Nr

)
(24)

The number of rays falling on the targeted area (Nr) is obtained by
running the 2-D ray tracer model with rays spaced by a millimeter,
shot at the same level as the target area. Rays falling on the area are
identified and counted.

7. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

7.1. Ray Deflection in the Wildfire Environment

When a 150 MHz collimated beam of diameter 10 cm propagates
at 0.8 m above the canopy of combusting vegetation with average
potassium content of 0.5% (as in Australian sclerophyll forest), ray
tracing scheme predicts top ray (tr) deflection of 48.56 mm from
the targeted point 48 m from the transmitter. The scheme predicts
a bottom ray (br) deflection of 44.66 mm from the targeted point.
The procedure also predicts tr–br deflections of 61.92–60.96, 63.62–
63.20, 63.88–63.54 and 64.16–63.92 mm for 450 (Fig. 8), 900, 1200 and
3000 MHz (Fig. 9) collimated beams respectively. According to the
scheme, the 3000 MHz beam is the most refracted while the 150 MHz
is the least deflected.

At 19.80, the ray tracing scheme predicts a tr–br deflection of
31.39–32.19 mm respectively for all frequencies in the range of 150–
3000 MHz (e.g., in Fig. 10). A tr–br deflection of 17.98–17.94 mm
respectively is predicted for all frequencies (150–3000 MHz) at 22.8 m
above ground. A deflections of 17.98 (tr) and 17.94 (br) are predicted
by the ray tracing scheme for 150–3000 MHz frequency range at the
height of 22.8 m above ground (e.g., in Fig. 11). Deflections of 14.45
(tr) and 14.52 (br) are also predicted by scheme for 150–3000 MHz
frequency range at the height of 32.8 m above ground (e.g., in Fig. 12).
At 52.80 m above ground, the procedure predicts a tr deflection of
9.01 mm and a br deflection of 9.07 mm for all the frequency range
(e.g., in Fig. 13). The simulation predicts tr is greater than br in the
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Figure 8. 450 MHz ray trace at 12.8 m above ground level.
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Figure 9. 3000 MHz ray trace at 12.8 m above ground level.
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region up to 22.80 m above ground level. This is due to the influence
of ionization on flame refractive index.

Ray deflections are observed to be generally highest in the hottest
part of the plume and consequently reduce the signal amplitude at
the targeted area. Signal loss due to refraction at the hottest part
of the flame was observed to be frequency dependent (see Fig. 14).
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Figure 10. 150 MHz ray trace at 19.8 m above ground level.
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Figure 11. 1200 MHz ray trace at 22.8 m above ground level.
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Figure 12. 900 MHz ray trace at 32.8 m above ground level.
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Figure 13. 3000 MHz ray trace at 52.8 m above ground level.

Attenuation was observed to generally decrease with height above
ground. At 19.8 m attenuation maintained a constant value of 3.4 dB
even if the potassium content is increased up to 2.0%. For 22.8, 32.8
and 52.8 m above ground, attenuation was determined to maintained
values of 1.66 dB and 0.92 dB respectively.
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Figure 14. Signal attenuation due to refraction in a wildfire plume.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Radio waves that propagate in a plume of an intense wildfire were
significantly affected by temperature or refractive index gradients.
Deflections which ranged between 9.01 and 64.16 mm over a distance
of 48.25 m were predicted by the 2D ray tracing scheme when rays
propagate through a 90 MWm−1 wildfire plume. The deflection is
frequency dependent at the hottest part (region up to 19.8 m above
ground) of the plume where the influence of ionization is significant.
The most affected was the 3000 MHz with maximum deflection of
64.16 mm at 12.8 m and the least affected was 150 MHz with a
maximum deflection of 48.56 mm at the same height. The deflection
caused a maximum signal strength loss between 5.47 dB and 14.84 dB
for frequencies between 150 and 3000 MHz respectively at 12.8 m above
ground. The signal strength losses were 3.45, 1.71, 1.64 and 0.85 dB for
all frequencies (150–3000 MHz) at heights 19.8, 22.8, 32.8 and 52.8 m
above ground respectively.

The frequency dependent deflections at the fire-fuel interface can
seriously affect LOS ultra high frequency radio wave communications
in wildfire environments. The observed deflections, e.g., 64.16 mm over
48.25 m for 3 GHz radio signals which cause signal loss of 14.84 dB, may
not affect radio communication very much as 20 dB loss is tolerable.
The fact that ray deflections vary exponentially with distance from
the transmitter is a cause of great concern. Its implication is that
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deflections and consequently attenuations could be large for LOS
propagation of ultra high frequency radio waves at the interface.
Attenuation in excess of 50 dB, which is highly probable from the
predictions for propagation at the interface can seriously hamper radio
communication for sets with omni directional antennas which are
incapacitated to effectively receive from one direction.

The amount of ionization in the plume ranged from 3.40 ×
1016 m−3 at the vegetation canopy-flame interface to 4.34 × 1011 m−3

at 20 m above ground. This was enough to affect ray propagation path
at least at below 19.8 above ground level.
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